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The client came to Kinsey Millhone with an easy job -- just deliver $25,000 to a fifteen-year-old kid.

A little odd, and a little too easy, but Kinsey took Alvin Limardo's retainer check anyway. It turned

out to be as phony as he was. In real life, his name was John Daggett, a chronic drunk with a record

as long as your arm and a reputation for sleazy deals. But he wasn't just a deadbeat. By the time

Kinsey caught up with him, he was a dead body -- with a whole host of people who were delighted

to hear the news. But how do you make a stiff pay up what he owes you?
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Kinsey Millhone, single female, Private Investigator and all-round ordinary person is still recovering

from the beating she received solving her last crime (told to us in B is for Burglar). This is later on in

1982 and as part of her recovery programme she is working out at the gym. That's where she sees

Bobby Callahan. He is also recovering from a serious accident, and he looks bad. A few months

before he lost control of his car and drove off a canyon road killing his friend and almost killing

himself. He lost most of his memory in the accident, and as it returns in flashes, he realises that

someone was trying to kill him - and could try again.Kinsey takes the case wondering where to start

- but before she gets too far Bobby is killed what seems to be an accidental crash, but Kinsey has

her doubts. Given that he hired her to find his killers and left her with a retainer she feels she must,

for his honour and memory, continue the case. Someone else in these reviews commented on

Kinsey's loyalty, and that is right. She has a lot of likeable characteristics and this is one of



them.Bobby's friends and family must be interviewed and eliminated from her investigation and

these include mother, Glen; his stepfather, Derek ; his step-sister (a drug addict and anoretic), Kitty;

- a beautiful ex-girlfriend ;- Doctor Fraker whom Bobby worked for ; Fraker's beautiful wife Nola

whose first husband died in mysterious circumstances and a host of his mother's friends. Kinsey

must find out who the mystery woman Bobby was meeting before his first accident and how his job

at the morgue fitted in to all of this.At the same time Kinsey is having personal problems. Her

personable landlord, Henry, has taken up with a widow by the name of Lila who has aroused

everyone's suspicions except Henry's.
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